
Attendance
========

Cyril, Tiziana, Christos, Gilles, Javier, Emir, David Collados, Guillaume

Actions from Minutes
================
Emir:  To write up the process on how to integrate uncertified site.
James:  Contact marcin re: integrating samap type submission in MyEGI
ITEM: Emir/Wojciech to write down how MDDB would work in a new model... And we'll sync 
through a Hash.pm or the time being.
James: How a configure a 'Site Nagios' page is needed in the Twiki.

Gilles:  Check on how renaming sites works in terms of keeping historical accounting data.
   - This would be done via grouping, but not automatically 

Tiziana:  To send list of possible beta test NGIs to Alvaro.
   - DONE
David:  Send Giuseppe link to sam/nag avail comparision tool.
   - DONE

Agenda
======
Process of validation going well.  
There will be an issue with regional nagios @ SE with a regional ops VO. Decision to be 
made.

Availbility/Reliablity.
IT ROC has done a comparison.  This looks good and availability is generally the same.  
There is a 1-5% increase due to the the 3 times retry in nagios before hard state.

An issue with nagios changing state and gridview reporting it ~6hrs later.  

Working on integration with regional dashboard for integrating the role switching or nagios 
nodes.
dev finishes this week, will put some CERN validation instances into various roles next week 
to test in validation regional dashboard

APEL/GOCDB
---------------------
progressing, nothing special to report.
patch progressing ok through the process.

Tiziana:  When will accounting portal be moved to GODB
GIlles:  Not so much to change, he'll help.

Accounting Portal
--------------------------
Regional version released this week (sources)
Moving into bug fix mode, no new developments after next week

NCG/Nagios
-----------------



Will prioritize work on making the NCG reconfig more deterministic in case of SAM/GOCDB 
issues.

Security monitoring
---------------------------
Christos has set up a security monitoring instance for all in GOCDB.  Seems to work ok.

Guillaume
--------------
ENOC has started to move to GARR.  DownCollector and Perfsonar is moved to GARR.  
Waiting for final URLs from GARR before announcing.

For ongoing dev CNRS will keep working on DownCollector

AOB
===
Cyril: From next week, regional dashboard will only store last notification status for a 
service...
Regional package coming in next 2 weeks after this issue and config change is done.

Christos:  Rescheduling of NCG ?  How should ROCs do this.

Christos: Is SAM PI staying and how to migrate?
James:  SAM PI will be there as long as needed.

Tiziana:  MDDB? 
James:  no progress

Tiziana: Gstat failover @ INFN
James:  Probably a EGI.eu decision to see what they want to do.  Gstat allows for a wide 
range of deployment options.

Tiziana:  Proposal to continue OAT as a meeting place/forum for tools in the longer term...
There was general agreement in the meeting that this would be useful.

James:  Should probably be a new body reflecting the changed mandate and constitution of 
OAT over the project - perhap some sort of developer/architect forum for tools.  Also I'd 
rather not be chair !
Tiziana:  wider scope that EGI-Inspire JRA1

Next Meeting:
12th May

Mailed in reports
============
David Collados:
---------------------
Validating 8 out of 13 ROCs, who followed the procedure and opened 
GGUS tickets:
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/ExternalROCNagios

Out of those 8, the situation is the following:

1) Central Europe: Waiting for Emir to follow & solve the only issue 
he has related to the site sztaki.hu that blocks his Nagios. But for 
the rest, it's ready.

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EGEE/ExternalROCNagios
http://sztaki.hu/


the rest, it's ready.

2) Italy: They are following the only 3 issues that produce some 
mismatches:
  a) CERT LIFETIME CRITICAL ‐ Cannot establish SSL connection with 
grid010.ct.infn.it:8443
  b) org.sam.CE‐JobSubmit‐/ops/Role=lcgadmin (Job Aborted) on 2 
hosts
  c) Permission denied on t2‐srm‐02.lnl.infn.it makes 2 hosts fail

3) South Western Europe: First phase done. They have the right 
components and same number of services. Today I'll spot their 
differences in check results (yesterday I couldn't due to the 
problem with the diff OPS Monitor check that was fixed by Massimo 
before I left)

4) UKI: I told them to upgrade some packages yesterday (containing 
the status.dat to XML converter for the OPS Monitor check). They did 
it, so I'll follow this one up today to spot their differences.

5) Latin America: Several discussions and checks with them. Finally 
they are reinstalling their box.

6) IGALC: Their MyEGEE does not work and probably have DB problems. 
I asked them to send output of some DB queries to see the status of 
their DB and if they have services configured. They replied 
yesterday afternoon, so to be followed up toda.

7) Asia Pacific: Not checked. Starting the validation.

8) Norther Europe: Not checked. Starting the validation.

Joanna
----------
I've logged onto our meeting through phone bridge, but it seems that 
you 
couldn't hear me somehow :(. probably some problem locally here.

For the questions about GStat 2.0 instance, we will have two 
production 
GStat 2.0 instances that both pointed to top‐level BDIIs. One 
instance 
will be hosted at CERN, and other one at ASGC. There you will be 
able to 
get the view of whole Grid infrastructure.

If NGI would like to have their own instance and have their own 
view, 
they will just have to install GStat 2.0 configured to point to 
their 
regional BDII there only the sites and resources attached to that 
NGI.

For the NGI view on GStat 2.0, GStat builds a list sites 
participating 

http://grid010.ct.infn.it:8443/
http://t2-srm-02.lnl.infn.it/


in a specific region by looking at the attribute 
GridGlueSiteOtherInfo 
in the Glue Site entry.  Unfortunately, currently the value of this 
attribute for region is only valid in the format EGEE_ROC=XXX where 
XXX 
is the ROC name. No value like EGI_NGI=xxx is available for NGI for 
now. 
So even NGI they have their own GStat 2.0 instance, they might be 
not 
able to see their regional report. According to the feedback from 
our 
regional users, currently some NGI they use EGEE_ROC=XXX where XXX 
is 
used for NGI name. I guess this is one thing we have to address on 
the 
side of BDII in the near future.


